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ABSTRACT
VIX is often referred as an investor’s fear gauge. This thesis concentrates on whether the
relative VIX levels can be used as a market timing signal for equities. Giot (2005) finds
that high (low) relative levels of VIX always lead into positive (negative) returns for S&P
100, no matter what the holding period is. In this thesis equities are divided into 10
industries and Fama and French (2015) five factor portfolios are also used in order to find
whether volatility drives the returns of these portfolios. Fama-French portfolios are
Market portfolio, SMB (small cap stocks minus large cap stocks), HML (value stocks
minus growth stocks), RMW (high operating profitability stocks minus low operating
profitability stocks) and CMA (conservative stocks minus aggressive stocks).
This thesis covers data from 29th January 1993 until the end of 2015. In order to define
VIX levels, a 500-day rolling method is used to rank each day’s close value for VIX.
Ranks are always based on the previous 500-day history of VIX values. High negative
correlation between VIX and equities are also under consideration. This thesis shows that
the closer the observations are on the present day, the higher the negative correlation tend
to be.
Results reveal that highest levels of VIX are great at signaling positive future returns.
These returns are above average and significant in most of the cases. On the other hand,
industries that are less negatively correlated with VIX tend to have better returns on lower
volatility levels. Volatility also seems to be driving Fama-French factor returns.
Especially results from SMB and HML portfolios are distinctive, but CMA portfolio seem
to be affected by volatility too. Small cap stocks perform better on lower volatility levels
while large cap stocks perform better on higher volatility levels. Growth stocks
outperform (underperform) value stocks on higher (lower) volatility levels. Conservative
stocks outperform (underperform) aggressive stocks on lower (higher) volatility levels.

KEYWORDS: VIX, market timing, Fama-French 5 factors, negative correlation
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this new environment of negative interest rates investors seek alternative options to
invest their money in. They are also trying to find new ways to reduce risk without
significantly affecting in the return of a portfolio. It is said that there is a positive
correlation between risk and return and thus it is hard to get higher profits by lowering
the risk at the same time (Markowitz 1952). However, improvements in risk-return profile
are possible and CBOE Volatility Index VIX has a potential to enhance the risk-return
ratio due to the high negative correlation between VIX and S&P 500. The negative
correlation is documented by Fleming, Ostdiek and Whaley (1995) and Giot (2005) who
are using S&P 100 returns. Also Whaley (2009) and many others, who use S&P 500
returns, find high negative correlation. The problem is that spot VIX is not investable and
other VIX-related products are not as attractive as spot VIX. Rolling VIX futures is
expensive during low volatility environment (Alexander and Korovilas 2011). Moran
(2007) point that VIX futures are not as volatile as VIX, meaning that when stock market
plummets, futures go up, but not as sharply as VIX. In this thesis it is examined how
Fama & French (2015) 5 factors perform on different levels of VIX and how would a
long-short portfolio using each factor individually work. It is also examined whether there
are possibilities to benefit using VIX as a sector rotation tool.
According to Markowitz (1952), it is possible to construct a risk free portfolio, when
instruments have a perfect negative correlation. Perfectly negatively correlated products
are rare, if non-existent, but VIX could be useful as a diversification tool due to the long
history of high negative correlations between VIX and major stock indices, for example
S&P 500 (CBOE 2016). Negatively correlated products have a tendency to fluctuate to
different directions. The problem is that spot VIX is non-investable and VIX related
products are not effective in a long portfolio, especially during periods of low volatility.
Several researches indicate the potential of VIX during market turmoil (for example
Moran 2007, Szado 2009), but say that VIX-related products tend to erode the benefits of
diversification during low volatile periods. However, it has not been examined whether
there are possible timing strategies, where VIX levels are signals to buy equities from a
certain industry. Or alternatively, if there are possibilities to construct strategies based on
firm size, value, profitability and investment patterns (Fama & French 2015). Giot (2005)
finds that 60-day holding period has the highest forecasting power for VIX for future
returns. Furthermore, Banerjee, Doran & Peterson (2007) estimate that the mean
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reversion for VIX is approximately 44.1 trading days. Banerjee et al. (2007) results from
mean reversion support the results of Giot (2005). Durand, Lim and Zumwalt (2011)
argue that the market risk premium factor and HML factor are sensitive to changes in the
VIX. Furthermore, changes in VIX drive the value premium, HML, and momentum
premium, WML, in ways that are consistent with the theory of flying to quality, when the
expected risk rises. They also find that the risk premium of Mkt-Rf portfolio is negatively
associated with the unexpected changes in volatility. However, they find that there is at
best a marginal effect on the size premium, SMB.
Peltomäki and Äijö (2015) examine the relation between volatility risk and crosssectional anomalies momentum, size and value. Their study focus on the period of
financial crisis between 2007 and 2009. They find that these relations are dependent on
the market and economic conditions. The returns to the value strategy are negatively
associated with the increase in market volatility during the financial crisis. They also
suggest that momentum strategy might be a more defensive strategy during extreme
market conditions.

1.1. Purpose of the study
This study examines whether there are profitable ways of using the volatility-based index,
VIX, as an investment tool. In this thesis VIX is used with S&P 500 stock index and with
10 different industry indices to examine average returns on different levels of VIX. Giot
(2005) finds that very high levels of VIX always lead to positive returns and very low
levels of VIX always into negative returns. He suggests that very high levels of VIX could
be interesting buying opportunities. These results are re-examined using a longer time
period. Fama and French (2015) represented their five factor model and its components
are also used to capture the nature of returns in different levels of risk (VIX). Copeland
and Copeland (1999) find that value stocks and growth stocks perform differently on
different VIX movements. Value stocks outperform (underperform) growth stocks when
VIX goes up (down). The same pattern can be seen between large cap and small cap
stocks. These findings can give an idea on how different industries perform. They also
give an idea for Fama-French factor results. In this thesis it is examined how Fama-French
portfolios perform on different levels of VIX.
VIX is often referred as the fear indicator of the market (Whaley 2009). When VIX is in
its higher levels, S&P 500 tends to be in its lower levels. VIX can be used in several ways
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in an investment portfolio, but in this thesis VIX is used as a market timing signal. The
key in this thesis is the 500-day rolling ranking method for VIX. Furthermore, it is
difficult to determine absolute values when VIX is “high” or “low”. Szado (2009) finds
that volatility is conditional and time varying and thus it is challenging to set certain rules
when to use VIX in the purpose of hedging equity positions. However, he also says that
the conditional nature of the correlation of VIX may provide an effective diversification
tool during major down moves in the stock market.
The relative ranking method used in this paper gives a certain rank for VIX every day.
The higher the rank the higher the VIX is relative to its 500-day history. Firstly, it is
examined how positions taken in S&P 500, Fama-French 5 factors and 10 different
industries yield after each rank on different holding periods. Giot (2005) finds that the
highest ranks lead always into positive returns and the lowest ranks lead always into
negative returns. Motivated by findings of Giot (2005), this thesis expands the study to
cover industries and Fama-French five factors. Also a longer time period is under
examination. This thesis tries to find market timing benefits with VIX ranking method.
Also a strategy where a long position is taken in five factor portfolios on certain VIX
levels and a short position on certain other levels is examined. Furthermore, a strategy,
where equity allocations between different industries are switched depending on the
ranking method, is researched. Conover, Jensen, Johnson and Mercer (2008) state that
sector rotation using monetary conditions may provide abnormal returns. Thus it is
interesting to examine whether volatility conditions are good signals for sector and style
rotation.

1.2. Hypotheses
Copeland & Copeland (1999) find that using one-day percentage change of VIX from its
75-day moving average as a signal to rotate between strategies of style (value stocks
versus growth stocks) and size (large cap stocks versus small cap stocks) generates
positive excess returns in both directions. They find that when volatility increases, large
cap and value portfolios tend to perform better. On the other hand when volatility
decreases, small cap and growth portfolios are generating better returns. Giot (2005) finds
that very high levels of VIX always lead into positive future returns and very low levels
of VIX lead into negative future returns in different holding periods. Banerjee et al. (2007)
examine the predictive power of VIX in book-to-market, size and beta portfolios.
Furthermore, they control for factors MKT, SMB, HML based on Fama and French
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(1993) and UMD based on Carhart (1997). MKT stands for excess market return, SMB
is a size premium, HML is a value premium and UMD stands for a momentum factor.
Banerjee et al. (2007) find that VIX levels and innovations significantly effect on the
returns of most portfolios. Stronger relationship is experienced for high beta portfolios.
Based mainly on these three studies the hypotheses in this thesis are as follows:
The first hypothesis is that firm characteristics including size, value, profitability and
investment pattern have different returns depending on the level of volatility.
The second hypothesis is that highest relative levels of VIX lead into positive returns in
all industries regardless of the holding period.
The third hypothesis is that industries with lower correlation with VIX tend to perform
better during periods of lower volatility and hence be more optimal than an investment to
S&P 500.

1.3. Structure of the thesis
The structure of this thesis is following. Second chapter covers previous literature about
the subject. Several studies about VIX as a diversification tool and a market timer are
reviewed. Also sector rotation is under discussion. Third chapter concentrates on
volatility and VIX. VIX options and futures are represented, as well as the calculation of
VIX. The idea is to introduce VIX and VIX-related products as accurately as possible.
Fourth chapter represents sector and style rotation. Sector rotation will be covered more
detailed than in the second chapter. Fifth chapter introduces the data used in this thesis.
Sixth chapter covers methodology. In the seventh chapter there are results and discussion
and the eight chapter is concluding remark.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

According to the modern portfolio theory (Markowitz 1952), it is possible to build an
“efficient frontier” of optimal portfolios to maximize the expected return for a given level
of risk. When choosing negatively correlated products into a portfolio, it is possible to
significantly reduce risk without affecting considerably on the returns of a portfolio.
However, since risk and return tend to move same direction, it is difficult to get higher
returns with a less risky portfolio. The high negative correlation between VIX and S&P
100 or S&P 500 (Fleming et al. 1995, Giot 2005 and Whaley 2009) possibly provides
opportunities for portfolio diversification or market timing. Fleming et al. (1995) also
observe that changes in VIX are larger for negative changes in the market than for positive
changes. This means that VIX tend to spike sharply when the market plummets, but when
market spikes, VIX goes down, but not as sharply.

2.1. VIX and S&P 500
There is a well documented negative correlation between VIX and different stock indices.
Fleming et al. (1995), Giot (2005), Whaley (2009) and many others find high negative
correlation between VIX and S&P 100/S&P 500. S&P 500 is considered the best single
gauge of large cap U.S. equities. The index includes 500 leading companies and
represents about 80% of available market capitalization (S&P 500 Index 2016). As stated
in the previous chapter, there is well documented negative correlation between the VIX
and S&P 500. But the more interesting thing is that when S&P 500 index drops, VIX has
a tendency to rise much stronger. For example, on October 27, 1997, the S&P 500 index
fell by 6.9% and the VIX index rose by 34.3%. The average quote change of VIX on
those 26 days, when S&P 500 fell more than 3% during 1990-2006, was +16.8%. The
average drop for S&P 500 was 3.8%. (Moran 2007)
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Figure 1: Behavior of VIX and S&P 500. (Finance Yahoo 2016)

In figure 1 there are values for VIX on the right vertical axis and values for S&P 500 on
the left vertical axis. Horizontal axis is the timeline. It is quite easy to notice the negative
correlation between VIX and S&P 500. When VIX spikes, S&P 500 tends to plummet
and vice versa. During the credit crisis in 2008 there are the clearest spikes in both S&P
500 (downwards) and VIX (upwards). However, it seems that in the early 1990s the
negative correlation was not as strong as nowadays. This observation is proved right later.
Around 1999 VIX started to become more negatively correlated with S&P 500, as we can
observe from the graph. It is also shown in the methodology part of this thesis that VIX
and S&P 500 indeed become more negatively correlated in the 21st century.
Giot (2005) examines whether extremely high levels of VIX are good buying signals for
the S&P 100 index. The time period is from August 1994 to January 2003 and Giot uses
1-, 5-, 20-, and 60-day horizon in his research. He finds that extremely high levels of VIX
lead always to positive future returns, and extremely low levels of VIX to negative future
returns, no matter what the holding period is. Notable is that there is no clear pattern for
middle levels of VIX.
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2.2. VIX as a diversification tool
An interesting aspect concerning diversification is the high negative correlation between
VIX and S&P 500. Sharp rises in VIX during the drops of stock markets can lead to
questions whether VIX can help to smooth out portfolio returns or even improve riskadjusted returns. There are several studies that include VIX into portfolio as
diversification. However, it must be noted that many of these studies use hypothetical
approach, since spot VIX is not investable.
From January 31 1990, through March 30 2007, the S&P 500 has annualized returns of
11.8% while the annualized return of VIX is -2.9%. Even though the return of VIX is
negative, an addition of spot VIX to a portfolio reduces volatility of the portfolio
significantly. Besides, the returns are only slightly lower. For example, if there are two
portfolios to be compared: the other has 100% in stocks and the other 95% in stocks and
5% in VIX spot index. The portfolio with a small allocation to VIX has a volatility that
is 92 basis points lower and furthermore its annualized returns are 6 basis points lower.
Consequently, it leads into a slightly higher Sharpe ratio. However, hypothetical
allocations of more than 30% to VIX lead to lower Sharpe ratios of the portfolio. (Moran
2007)
Daigler and Rossi (2006) compare S&P 500-volatility portfolio to S&P 500 only portfolio
from 1992 through 2002. Their deduction was that adding volatility into a portfolio
improved the risk-return ratio by reducing risk significantly without a substantial effect
on returns. Moreover, they tested how using previous year’s optimal weight in VIX
affects to next year’s portfolio. The result was almost identical to a minimum risk
portfolio. During their 11-year time period daily correlations between S&P 500 and VIX
are from -45.4% to -82.4%.
Not only adding volatility to long equity portfolios but also to hedge fund portfolios could
be reasonable according to Moran and Dash (2005). They find that VIX and hedge fund
returns have relatively high negative correlation and therefore adding VIX to a hedge
fund portfolio can be a good diversification and risk management tool. In the research of
Lawrence McMillan (2007) it states that VIX is good for hedging, because it provides
dynamic protection. Sloyer and Tolkin (2008) argue that VIX futures are better for
hedging than VIX options, because they can be more passively managed than options,
which need frequent delta hedging to maintain directional neutrality. VIX futures can be
rolled over relatively cheap when previous contract expires and they do not have a
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directional exposure and thus they are fit for a passively managed portfolio. McMillan
(2007) says that a relatively small allocation to VIX, around 10%, is enough to hedge an
equity portfolio. Due to a small amount of VIX, the costs of hedging are at a low level.
But one thing that has to be taken into consideration is, as Moran (2007) states in his
paper, that VIX futures tend to be less volatile as the spot VIX index, particularly when
the futures are not close to their expiration. This means, when VIX spikes, the futures go
up as well, but not as sharply.
Szado (2009) finds that volatility is conditional and time varying and thus it is challenging
to set certain rules when to use VIX in the purpose of hedging equity positions. But he
also says that the conditional nature of the correlation of VIX may provide an effective
diversification tool during major down moves in the stock market. Szado examines the
effectiveness of adding VIX futures in three portfolios. One of the portfolios was 100%
stocks, the other 60% stocks and 40% bonds and the third 60.5% equities, 30.5% bonds
and 9% alternative assets, for example hedge funds and managed futures. In his research
he has two different time periods, from March 2006 to December 2008 and from August
2008 to December 2008. From March 2006 to December 2008 a 2.5% allocation to VIX
futures in all three portfolios improved returns and decreased standard deviations of the
returns. The Sharpe ratios did not improve significantly during this time period, but there
is still some improvement observable.
In figure 2 is represented an efficient frontier of portfolio with stocks, bonds and
alternatives from March 2006 to December 2008 with different allocations to VIX.
Notable is that an allocation up to 10% to VIX futures improves returns while reducing
risk.
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Figure 2: Addition of VIX futures to Stock/Bond/Alternatives portfolio from March 2006 to
December 2008. (Szado 2009)

During the short and volatile period from August 2008 to December 2008 the results are
even clearer. The stock/bond/alternative-portfolio has a negative return of -20% during
that period, while the same portfolio with a 2.5% allocation to VIX futures has a negative
return of -16%. With a 10% allocation to VIX futures the return is only -4%. Standard
deviations are also lower (25%, 23% and 16%). There is also a clear improvement in
Sharpe ratios in all three portfolios. The higher the allocation to VIX is, the higher the
Sharpe ratio. (Szado 2009)
In the same paper, Szado (2009) also examines the performance of VIX call options
during the same time periods. Using the same portfolios as in the case of VIX futures, but
including a 1% or a 3% allocation of at-the-money (ATM) VIX 1-month calls or 25%
out-of-the-money (OTM) VIX 1-month calls, provides quite similar results as the VIX
futures. During the time period from March 2006 to December 2008, ATM VIX calls
reduce losses, but results concerning the standard deviations are mixed. Including 1%
ATM calls reduce standard deviations, but a 3% allocation to VIX calls increase the
standard deviation of two out of three portfolios. As in the case with VIX futures, the
results are clearer during the short time period from August 2008 to December 2008. The
enhancement in returns is impressive. The stock/bond/alternative-portfolio does not
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perform very well, generating a 20% loss, but with a 3% allocation of VIX calls the same
portfolio provide a positive return of 21%, while the standard deviation decrease from
25% to 21%. In the case of 25% OTM calls, with the same allocation of 1% or 3%, the
results are more extreme. Due to the deep OTM call options, returns are much greater in
market drops, but standard deviations also rise. From March 2006 to December 2008, an
addition of 25% OTM VIX calls improve returns of the stock/bond/alternative-portfolio
as follows: 1% allocation of OTM calls improve returns from -6% to +1% and a bigger
allocation, 3%, lead to a return of +6%. During the shorter period, adding a 1% allocation
of 25% OTM VIX calls to stock/bond/alternative-portfolio enhance returns from -20% to
+18%. With an allocation of 3% the return is +97%.
The usefulness of VIX as a diversifier is not only praised but also questioned. Alexander
and Korovilas (2011) argue in their paper that advantages of VIX as a diversifier are clear
during stock market crisis, but high transaction costs and negative carry and roll yield on
volatility futures during normal market sentiment periods would have a negative impact
on returns, unless investors are able to time their trades very carefully.

2.3. Market timing with VIX
Using VIX as a market timing indicator is one possible way to benefit from VIX.
Basically, when VIX is at its highest levels stock indices are at their lowest levels and
vice versa. The difficulty is that investors can never know when VIX reaches its peak.
According to Chadwick (2006), a popular trading wisdom says that a low stock volatility
is a bearish signal while high volatility levels are signs for a bullish market. High levels
of VIX usually mean that there is fear in the market and buying stocks for long hold might
be reasonable. Chadwick tests the correlation of the relative level of VIX to subsequent
moves in the S&P 500. Relative level is defined as the ratio of the VIX to its own N-day
moving average, minus one. For example, if VIX is 15 and its N-day moving average is
10, its relative level would be 15/10 -1 = 50%. Chadwick’s results suggest that VIX has
been a strong indicator of the direction of a market since its foundation. He finds that VIX
is best to predict medium-term moves. During 1990-2006 the highest degree of linear
predictive power arose using a 186 trading day (9 calendar months) moving average for
the relative VIX, predicting 114 trading days (5 calendar months) out on the S&P 500.
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Figure 3: Correlation of “relative VIX” vs. subsequent S&P 500 return. (Chadwick 2006)

The results are nearly as strong with any K and N within a month or two of these two
values, N=186 and K=114. As we can see from the figure 3 above, short predictive
periods are less effective, but they offer some guidance.
Qadan and Cohen (2011) examine seven different levels of VIX (15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 30
and 35) from January 2004 to June 2009. Their method is to buy S&P 500 when VIX
goes below mentioned levels and sell, when VIX goes above the same level. For example,
if VIX drops below 20, they buy S&P 500 and when VIX climbs back above 20, then it
is time to sell. Buying S&P 500 in January 2004 and selling it in June 2009 would have
yielded -14.64%. Figure 4 shows that their strategy with any given level of VIX would
have outperformed traditional buy and hold-strategy.
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The result of a trading simulation using different VIX scores for the period January 2004June 2009
VIX
Number of Transactions
Accumulated return of the strategy (%)

15
72
4.55

18
20
22
25
30
30
40
42
31.37 12.57 -2.37 -14.43

30
15
-7.08

35
9
-6.15

Notes (1). The number of transactions includes all transactions (buy and sell) for the examined
period according to trading rules based on a specific VIX score. (2) The accumulated return on
investment in the S&P 500, according to VIX-based trading rules.
Figure 4: Performance of portfolio using VIX as a timing tool during January 2004-June 2009.
(Qadan & Cohen 2011)

As we can see, during this certain time period from January 2004 to June 2009, the most
profitable strategy is to buy S&P 500 when VIX goes below 18 and sell it while it climbs
back above 18. Qadan and Cohen point out that their strategy does not take transaction
costs into account while calculating the returns, but if they would take them into account
every other strategy would have outperformed S&P 500 except for VIX level 25.
Interesting is that this strategy of Qadan & Cohen’s is selling S&P 500 after VIX has
climbed. This study is not in line with negative correlation and many other studies due to
the fact that Qadan & Cohen are making profit when VIX goes up and S&P 500 is
supposed to go down.
Copeland and Copeland (1999) find that value stocks outperform (underperform)
portfolios of growth stocks following an increase (decrease) in the VIX index. This is
based on the fact that investors prefer value (growth) stocks with increased (decreased)
market uncertainty. Boscaljon, Filbeck and Zhao (2011) examine the effectiveness of
VIX in timing shifts for style asset allocation. They examine the impact of percentage
changes in the VIX index as a market signal. They use a percentage change in VIX as an
indicator to switch from value portfolio to growth portfolio and vice versa. Their findings
suggest that changes in VIX offer timing benefits for 30 days or longer holding periods.
Findings were strongest in large cap companies. In Copeland and Copeland’s study the
results were significant already when holding period exceeded two days.
Peltomäki and Äijö (2015) examine the relation between returns to cross-sectional
anomalies momentum, size and value and volatility risk. They find that the relationships
are highly time-varying depending on market and economic conditions. They continue
that returns to the value strategy are sensitive and negatively related to increases in market
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uncertainty during the financial crisis from 2007 to 2009. On the other hand, the returns
to the momentum strategy are significantly and positively associated with volatility risk
during crisis periods and recessions. However, during non-recessionary periods the
relationship is negative, implying that increases in volatility are followed by low
momentum returns. This is opposite to value strategy.
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3. VOLATILITY AND VIX

The volatility, σ, of a stock is a measure of our uncertainty about the returns provided by
the stock. Typically, stocks have a volatility between 15% and 60%. The CBOE publishes
indices of implied volatility. The most popular index, the S&P 500 -based VIX, is an
index of the implied volatility of 30-day options on the S&P 500 calculated from a wide
range of calls and puts. (Hull 2012: 319.)
Implied volatility is a forecast of future volatility and thus differs essentially from realized
volatility, which is based on historical prices. Traub, Ferreira, McArdle and Antognelli
(2000) find that the realized volatility of the S&P 500 during 1985-1999 is 14.7% while
implied volatility at the same time period is 19.8%. In other words, volatility describes
the risk in the market and VIX is a volatility-based index. (Mayhew 1995)

3.1. Implied volatility
Conventionally, implied volatility has been calculated using either Black-Scholes (1973)
option pricing model or the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (1979) binomial model. There are also
some other option pricing formulas that may be used to calculate implied volatility. It is
possible to calculate implied volatility from various underlying assets. Not only from
standard stock options or stock index options, but also from the prices of exotic options.
The calculation of implied volatility has to be done numerically, because option pricing
formulas cannot often be inverted analytically. (Mayhew 1995)
Easy, but not necessary a very fast way to calculate implied volatility is to use an iterative
search procedure. If all the other parameters are known, by giving randomly chosen
values for volatility σ, it is possible to get the right value after several iterations.
The purpose of the use of implied volatilities is to monitor the market’s opinion about the
volatility of a certain stock. While historical volatilities are looking the volatilities already
realized, implied volatilities are forward looking. Implied volatility is more often quoted
by the traders than the price of an option, because the implied volatility tends to be less
variable than the option price. (Hull 2012: 319.)
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One of the biggest issues in volatility forecasting has been whether to use implied
volatility, historical data or some combination of these two. If option markets are
efficient, implied volatility should be an efficient forecast of future volatility. Researchers
have not been united with the issue. In early literature, for example Latane and Rendleman
(1976), the focus is on static cross-sectional tests. Results are united that implied volatility
is a better future forecast than historical data. But in following papers researchers have
used other testing methods and the results have been mixed. More recent tests have
concentrated on the information content of implied volatility in dynamic settings. There
is not only one right answer, but if a conclusion must be drawn from various researches,
it is that implied volatility tends to be more useful than historical volatility when
predicting the volatility in the future. (Mayhew 1995 & Christensen 1998)

3.2. VIX
“The powerful and flexible trading and risk management tool from the Chicago Board
Options Exchange.” VIX is the volatility index of the Chicago Board Options Exchange,
CBOE, which was introduced in 1993. It was originally designed to measure the market’s
expectation of 30-day volatility implied by at-the-money S&P 100 Index option prices.
VIX is often referred as the fear gauge of the market. In 2003, CBOE in cooperation with
Goldman Sachs improved the VIX to reflect a new way to measure the expected volatility.
The new VIX is based on the S&P 500 Index, SPX, the most important index for U.S.
equities, and estimates expected volatility by averaging the weighted prices of SPX puts
and calls over a wide range of strike prices. (CBOE 2016)
Figure 5 represents data from 1993 until the end of 2015. On the left vertical axis there
are daily closing values for VIX. Horizontal axis is the timeline. The graph shows the
nature of VIX quite clearly. Most of the time in the history VIX has fluctuated around 10
to 20 points, but there are also frequent spikes all the way up to 80 points. After these
spikes VIX is returning back to more normal levels in a relatively short period of time.
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Figure 5: Historical levels of VIX. (Finance Yahoo 2016)

VIX is an index just like S&P 500 for example, but the difference is that VIX measures
volatility, not price. It is important to highlight that VIX is forward-looking and measures
the expected volatility. It is not measuring volatility that has been recently realized. As
Whaley (2009) says in his paper, conceptually, VIX could be considered the same way
as a bond’s yield to maturity. Yield to maturity is the discount rate that connects a bond’s
price to the current value of its promised payments. As such, a bond’s yield is implied by
its current price and represents the expected future return of the bond until the maturity
date. Similarly, VIX is implied by the current prices of S&P 500 index options and
represents expected future volatility of the market over the next 30 days on annualized
basis (Whaley 2009). Thus if VIX is 20 points, it is expected that S&P 500 will fluctuate
5.77% during the next 30-day period. (Fodor 2013)
(1)

Monthly expected volatility = VIX / √12

In 2004, CBOE introduced the first exchange traded futures contract. Two years later, in
2006, CBOE launched VIX options. These instruments have become very popular. In less
than five years, trading activity in VIX options and futures together has grown to more
than 100,000 contracts per day. (CBOE 2016)
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There is a well-documented negative correlation of volatility to stock market returns.
Thus, including volatility in an investment portfolio for diversification could be
reasonable (CBOE 2016). Over the 17-year period from 1990 to 2006, the spot VIX price
changes were negatively correlated with the S&P 500. The negative correlation is
significant in terms of daily returns (-0.66) and monthly returns (-0.61) (Moran 2007).
Reason why there is a significant negative correlation between VIX and S&P 500 is
typically explained by the panic of investors when the market drops. Specifically, this
phenomenon is observable, when market shows signs of weakness. Investors hurry to buy
index puts, which creates an imbalance between supply and demand. The reason why
VIX has a tendency to drop when market is rising, could be explained by the
aggressiveness of option sellers when bullish market sentiment becomes more common.
When the market remains constant, there is a better balance between demand for, and
supply of options and thus implied volatility remains stable. (Bittman 2007)
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Figure 6: Historical correlations between VIX & S&P 500. (Finance Yahoo 2016)

Figure 6 shows correlations of daily returns on each year since 1993 until 2015. As we
can see from the graph, only twice the absolute value of negative correlations has been
below 0.60 and only six times below 0.70. Of these six times, five are before year 1998
and the sixth in 2003. Recent history shows highly negative correlations. In 2007 and
2015 the negative correlation is -0.88, which is the highest absolute value in this dataset.
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3.3. VIX calculation
In its early stages, VIX was calculated from the prices of S&P 100 index option prices.
S&P 100 index options were the most traded options at the time. Originally, VIX was
based on the prices of only eight at-the-money index call and put options. But when time
passed, the situation turned upside down and the trading activity with S&P 500 index
options became significantly more popular than the ones of S&P 100 index. Another
considerable reason for calculating VIX nowadays from the option prices of S&P 500
index is that those options are European style, which means that they are exercisable only
at maturity, making it easier to value them by using a certain option pricing formula. In
2003, when CBOE decided to use S&P 500 index option prices instead of S&P 100 index
option prices to calculate the VIX, they included out-of-the money options in the index
computation since especially out-of-the money put option prices contain important
information regarding the demands for portfolio insurance and, hence, market volatility.
(Whaley 2009)
The generalized formula used in the VIX calculation is:
(2)

2

𝜎 2 = 𝑇 ∑𝑖

∆𝐾𝑖
𝐾𝑖 2

1

𝐹

𝑒 𝑅𝑇 𝑄(𝐾𝑖 ) -𝑇 [𝐾 − 1]

2

0

Where
σ = 𝑉𝐼𝑋 ⁄ 100 ⇒ VIX = σ x 100
T = time to expiration
F = Forward index level derived from index option prices
K0 = First strike below the forward index level, F
Ki = Strike price of ith out-of-the-money option; a call if Ki > K0 and a put if Ki < K0 and
both put and call if Ki = K0
ΔKi = Interval between strike prices – half the difference between the strike on either
side of Ki:
∆𝐾𝑖 = (𝐾𝑖+1 − 𝐾𝑖−1 )⁄2
(Note: ΔK for the lowest strike is simply the difference between the lowest strike and the
next higher strike. Likewise, ΔK for the highest strike is the difference between the
highest strike and the next lower strike.)
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R = Risk-free interest rate to expiration
Q(Ki) = The midpoint of the bid-ask spread for each option with strike Ki
(CBOE 2016)

There are distinctive differences between the formula of VIX and the formula of BlackScholes. VIX calculation is about weighted sum of option prices, while the Black-Scholes
implied volatility is backed out of an option price. (CBOE 2016)

3.4. VIX futures and options
Due to the high demand of tradable products of the VIX index, on March 26, 2004, CBOE
published futures on VIX index, which began trading on the new CBOE Futures
Exchange (CFE). On February 24, 2006, VIX options were published and began trading
on the CBOE. VIX options are one the most successful new listed options products in the
recent history. In the first steps of both futures and options there was growth in volume
and open interest from the 2006 calendar year to the first quarter of 2007; during this
period the average daily volume of VIX options rose 63% to 38.239 contracts and the
VIX options period-end open interest rose 42% to 987.579 contracts (Moran 2007). Open
interest means the total number of derivatives contract that an investor has not closed and
that have not expired (Hull 2012: 811).
Figure 7 indicates the rapid growth in volumes of VIX futures. The average daily volume
in 2005 was $705.000 compared to the volume of $205.100.000 in 2015. After 2009 the
average daily volume started to grow rapidly.
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Figure 7: Average daily volumes of VIX futures. (CBOE 2016)
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Figure 8: Average daily volumes of VIX options. (CBOE 2016)

The considerable distinction between the volumes of options and futures is that VIX
futures have a contract multiplier of $1000, so if VIX is at 22, the notional value of futures
is $22.000. At the same point, the notional value of options would be $2.200 (Moran
2007). As figure 8 shows, VIX options market has also grown rapidly from its early
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stages in 2006. It has grown from average daily volume of 2.400.000 dollars in 2006 to
57.200.000 dollars in 2015. The highest average daily volume, 63.400.000 dollars for
VIX options, occurred in 2014.
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4. SECTOR ROTATION AND STYLE ROTATION

Conventional sector rotation strategy is based on business cycles. The idea is to change
the portfolio more towards industries that are expected to outperform other industries
based on the state of the business cycle. Allocating between industry sectors over different
stages of business cycles outperforms the market according to conventional market
wisdom. However, following the popular belief and anticipating the business cycles
perfectly, rotating between different industries generate at best only a 2.3% annual
outperformance (Stangl, Jacobsen and Visaltanachoti 2009). Bodie, Kane and Marcus
(2009) say that “...sector rotation, like any other form of market timing, will be successful
only if one anticipates the next stage of the business cycle better than other investors”.
They also state in their book that the notion of sector rotation is “one way that many
analysts think about the relationship between industry analysis and the business cycle”.
Bodie et al. (2009) define the business cycle as a recurring pattern of recession and
recovery. The transition points across cycles are called peak and troughs. Peak is the end
of an expansion period and trough occurs at the bottom of recession. It might be expected
that the performance of different industries may vary during different stages of the
economy. At a trough, it might be expected that cyclical industries tend to outperform
other industries due to the above-average sensitivity to the state of economy. In contrast
to cyclical industries, defensive industries might be expected to outperform other
industries as the economy enters a recession. Figure 9 below is a stylized depiction of the
business cycle.
In this thesis the levels of VIX are used to indicate whether there are possibilities to
generate higher returns by rotating between different industries. It is hypothesized that
industries with lower correlations with VIX tend to perform better on periods of lower
volatility.
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Figure 9. Business cycles. (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2009)

Near the peak, the economy might be overheated and the inflation and interest rates may
be high. At this point it would be a good time to invest in firms that are related to natural
resource extraction and processing, such as minerals or petroleum. After the peak, when
the economy contracts, defensive industries that are less sensitive to economic conditions
might be the best performers. These industries are for example pharmaceuticals, food,
and other necessities. When the economy approaches trough, lower inflation and interest
rates favor financial firms. At the trough it might be a good idea to invest in capital goods
industries such as equipment, transportation, or construction, because firms might be
spending on purchases of new equipment to respond to expected increases in demand.
Finally, in an expansion the economy starts growing fast. Cyclical industries such as
consumer durables and luxury items could be most profitable in this stage. Also banks
might as well, since the loan volume will increase and the rate of defaults is not that high.
(Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2009)
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Figure 10. Sector rotation. (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2009)

Below, Kiely and Prati (2009) find that style rebalancing significantly outperforms buyand-hold approaches. Stangl et al. (2009) argue that in their base scenario different sectors
do not significantly and systematically outperform other sectors and industries over the
business cycle, at least not in the way that the conventional market wisdom suggests.
Avramov and Wermers (2006) find a relation between mutual fund performance and
industry allocation and business cycle proxies. Conover, Jensen, Johnson and Mercer
(2008) state that sector rotation using monetary conditions may provide abnormal returns.
However, it is almost impossible to know when the economy is on its peak or trough.
Hence, the idea in this paper is to examine when to use VIX levels as a market timer for
sector rotation. In other words, it is examined that which industries are investable on low
levels of VIX and which are investable on high levels of VIX. These results might give
an idea for portfolio allocations, since the returns based on the ranking method used in
this paper are always forward looking.
In addition to sector rotation, also style rotation is under examination. Fama and French
(1993) describe three common risk factors for stocks in their paper. These three factors
are an overall market factor and two factors related to the firm size and book-to-market.
Later, Fama and French (2015) expanded their model to capture also profitability and
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investment patterns. Value stocks are stocks with high book-to-market ratio, while growth
stocks have lower book-to-market ratio. Fama and French (1993) find that small
capitalization stocks and high book-to-market stocks tend to have better returns than the
returns expected by using Capital Asset Pricing Model. They argue that size factor (SMB)
and value factor (HML), combined with the market risk premium, provide a satisfactory
model to explain the cross-section of U.S. stock returns. For example, Kumar and Lee
(2003) argue that the small firm effect might be based on the fluctuating investor
sentiment. Petkova (2006) finds that the variation in SMB and HML portfolios can be
modelled by using variables that capture the economic expectation. Baker and Wurgler
(2006) study how investor sentiment affects on the cross-section of stock returns. They
find that when the investor sentiment is low, the future returns are relatively high on
smaller stocks, high volatility stocks, unprofitable stocks, non-dividend-paying stocks,
extreme growth stocks and distressed stocks. In this paper, relatively high levels of VIX
could be considered similar to low investor sentiment. When volatility is on its higher
levels, it means that there is fear in the market.
Copeland and Copeland (1999) find that value stocks outperform (underperform) growth
stocks when VIX goes up (down). Same pattern stands for large cap stocks versus small
cap stocks. Large cap stocks outperform (underperform) small cap stocks when VIX goes
up (down). On the contrary, Peltomäki and Äijö (2015) find that the returns to the value
strategy are negatively related to increases in market volatility. Durand et al. (2011) use
a four-factor model including Mkt-Rf, HML, SMB and UMD. They find that VIX drives
the value growth premium, HML, and momentum premium, WML, in a way which is
consistent with the theory of “flying to quality” (Abel 1988) when volatility is expected
to rise. They also state that the market risk premium, Mkt-Rf, is negatively associated
with the unexpected changes in market volatility. On the other hand, they do not find a
significant relation between the size factor, SMB, and the market volatility. Smales
(2016) finds that VIX drives the returns across firm size and value, and also across
industry. He also states that small capitalization stocks, technology stocks, telecom stocks
and firms that are more subjective to value are more sensitive to changes in investor
sentiment.
In this paper the five factor returns are regressed on different levels of volatility in order
to explain whether VIX drives the returns of the factor portfolios. Is volatility one of the
drivers for the premiums? As Durand et al. (2011) find, VIX is a significant driver for
HML and UMD premiums. Furthermore, unlike Copeland and Copeland (1999),
Peltomäki and Äijö (2015) find that value premium is negatively associated with
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increased market volatility. This paper uses Fama-French five factors and implements
them with Giot’s (2005) methodology.
From now on, Mkt-Rf is used for the overall market factor, HML for book-to-market
factor, SMB for size factor, RMW for profitability factor and CMA for the investment
pattern. SMB stands for Small Minus Big, HML for High Minus Low, RMW for Robust
Minus Weak and CMA for Conservative Minus Aggressive. Next chapter shows how
these portfolios are constructed.
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5. DATA

Motivation for this study comes from previous literature, where several researchers find
that during turbulent times VIX is a useful diversifier, but during low volatility periods
the benefits of volatility are eroded mainly due to the costs of rolling futures contracts. If
the expected return on VIX futures is mainly negative, it is interesting to see, whether
using VIX as a timing signal is possible to diversify between different equity industry
classes in different times. Also possibilities for style rotation are under examination.
The data is collected from www.finance.yahoo.com for the volatility-based index, VIX,
and the data used for S&P 500 is based on an exchange-traded fund SPY (Finance Yahoo
2016). Since S&P 500 itself is not tradable, SPY is used in order to create real portfolios
Data for industry returns is obtained from Kenneth French’s website (Kenneth French
Data Library). These 10 different industries are Durables, Energy, Healthcare, Hi-Tech,
Manufacturing, Non-durables, Others, Shops, Telecom and Utilities. All data is adjusted
for splits and dividends. All returns are computed to logarithmic returns. Data for SPY,
Fama-French 5 factors and 10 different industries starts from 29th January 1993. For VIX
there is data starting 500 trading days prior 29th of January in order to define a rank
number for VIX from the beginning of equity data. The last trading day for each of the
components is 31st December 2015. The daily returns are under examination in this thesis.
Definitions for Fama-French 5 factors, Mkt-Rf, SMB, HML, RMW and CMA are as
follows:
Mkt-Rf is the excess return on the market. The market return in this data is a valueweighted return of large amount of firms listed on NYSE, AMEX or NASDAQ minus
the one-month treasury bill rate.
SMB is the average return on the nine small stock portfolios minus the average return on
the nine big stock portfolios formed as follows:
(3)

SMB(B/M) = 1/3 (Small Value + Small Neutral + Small
Growth) – 1/3 (Big Value + Big Neutral + Big Growth
SMB(OP) = 1/3 (Small Robust + Small Neutral + Small Weak)
– 1/3 (Big Robust + Big Neutral + Big Weak)
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SMB(INV) = 1/3 (Small Conservative + Small Neutral + Small
Aggressive) – 1/3 (Big Conservative + Big Neutral + Big
Aggressive)
SMB = 1/3 (SMB(B/M) + SMB(OP) + SMB(INV)),
where B/M indicates value or growth stock, OP stands for operating profit and INV means
investment pattern of conservative or aggressive stock.
HML is the average return on the two value portfolios minus the average return on the
two growth portfolios.
(4)

HML = ½ (Small Value + Big Value) – ½ (Small Growth +
Big Growth)

RMW is the average return on the two robust operating profitability portfolios minus the
average return on the two weak operating profitability portfolios.
(5)

RMW = ½ (Small Robust + Big Robust) – ½ (Small Weak +
Big Weak)

CMA is the average return on the two conservative investment portfolios minus the
average return on the two aggressive investment portfolios.
(6)

CMA = ½ (Small Conservative + Big Conservative) – ½
(Small Aggressive + Big Aggressive).

(Kenneth French Data Library 2016).
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6. METHODOLOGY

This thesis concentrates on whether high (low) levels of VIX are good buying (selling)
signals for SPY, Fama-French five factors and 10 different industries. The methodology
used in this thesis is based on Giot (2005). The holding periods are the same as Giot
(2005) uses in order to be able to compare the results. Banerjee et al. (2007) find that the
mean reversion of VIX is about 44.1 trading days and thus the holding periods of 1, 5, 20
and 60 days are admissible.
This study examines the effect of relative VIX levels as a timing indicator. The relative
level of VIX means the recent history of VIX values. These relative values are used, since
it is hard to determine absolute boundaries when VIX is high and when it is low. Also a
simple correlation analysis between VIX and SPY, Fama-French factors and different
industries is provided in the beginning of the next chapter. Correlations are calculated
using Microsoft Excel’s correlation function using daily logarithmic returns. Long-short
portfolios are also constructed based on the results of a ranking method.

6.1. VIX ranking system
In this study VIX levels are divided into 20 percentiles with a 500-day rolling method.
This means that the estimation period for VIX is 500 days, T0. T0+1 gets a rank from 0 to
21 depending on how it is placed according the rolling method of VIX. Rank number 21
means that the observation is higher than any observation during the previous 500 days
and rank number 0 means that the observation is lower than any other observation during
the previous 500 days. This method is similar to Giot (2005), but here is added one rank
number more, 0. Giot uses a two-year rolling method and in this paper there is a 500-day
rolling method, which is almost similar. Giot finds that the results are similar with a one
year rolling method.
The 500 days of VIX are divided into 20 percentiles. Table 1 is demonstrating the ranking.
The first column shows the rank, the second column shows the corresponding percentile
for each rank and the third column shows what the boundaries would be, if the whole
sample history would have been used to determine the boundaries instead of the rolling
method. This kind of rolling method for the ranking system means that the boundaries for
percentiles do not change very quickly due to the fact that the next day has 499 same VIX
values for estimation as the previous day and the day after that has 499 same values as
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the previous day and 498 same values as the day before the previous. But as Whaley
(2009), Giot (2005), Fleming et al. (1995) and many others state, VIX is known for its
rapid movements and thus there is a possibility for a different rank each day. The third
column is additional information for the reader to demonstrate which values would be
considered “low” and “high” in historical perspective. It is important to emphasize that
these values do not represent the values of the rolling method. The boundaries in rolling
method move over time.
Table 1. Ranks and historical boundaries for VIX based on percentiles.

Using the whole sample to determine the boundaries, VIX would get rank 20, when values
are between 34.97 and 80.86 and rank 1, when values are below 11.47. As we can see
from the table, the differences between VIX values are not that high on lower ranks. Table
2 shows that between 29th January 1993 and 31st December 2015 the median value for
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VIX is 18.18 and the average value 19.93. The lowest value, 9.31, occurred on 22nd
December 1993 and the highest, 80.86, during the financial crisis, 20th November 2008.
Table 2. Historical statistics for VIX.

6.2. Return calculation method for different ranks
The method used to calculate average returns for SPY, different industries and factor
portfolios is similar to Giot (2005). The return data is regressed on 22 ranks, which are
used as dummy variables. The ranks get a value of 0 or 1 depending on which rank VIX
gets on a certain day. Only one rank can get a value of 1 and the others get a value of 0
on a certain day. The regression models used in this thesis are

(7)

r1d = β0D0t + β1D1t+ … + β21D21t + εt

(8)

r5d = β0D0t + β1D1t+ … + β21D21t + εt

(9)

r20d = β0D0t + β1D1t+ … + β21D21t + εt

(10)

r60d = β0D0t + β1D1t+ … + β21D21t + εt

Where r1d, r5d, r20d and r60d are 1-, 5-, 20- and 60-day returns for SPY, different
industries and factor portfolios. It is important to emphasize that all of these returns are
individual. This means that for example r1d stands for 16 different returns (SPY, 10
industries and five factors). D0, D1, D2,…, D20 and D21 represent the different dummy
variables for ranks.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results part starts with a correlation analysis between VIX and different indices and
factor portfolios. The correlations are calculated from daily returns from 29th January
1993 to 31st December 2015. Table 3 shows the statistics. The highest negative correlation
is between VIX and the Mkt-Rf portfolio and the second highest between VIX and SPY
(S&P 500). These results are in line with Fleming et al. (1995), Giot (2005), Whaley
(2009) and others. Quite naturally, 10 different industries are somewhat in the same range
between each other and in the same range as SPY. Manufacturing is most negatively
correlated with VIX with a value of -0.697, while utilities seem to be correlating only 0.498 with VIX. RMW, CMA and HML are positively correlated with VIX. Mkt-Rf is in
the same range with S&P 500, while RMW and CMA show correlation of 0.247 and
0.212. HML is only slightly positively correlated with VIX. SMB is slightly negatively
correlated with VIX.
Table 3. Correlations between different indices and VIX from daily returns during 1993-2015.

Figure 6 in chapter 3 shows the correlations between S&P 500 and VIX each year. Tables
4 and 5 show the same statistics for every index in the data.
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Table 4. Correlations between different indices and VIX every year between 1993 and 2015.

Table 4 shows correlation statistics more detailed than table 3. Interesting is that SMB
and HML, which both were more or less non-correlating with VIX in the whole sample
seem to be negatively correlated in eight out of ten (SMB) and seven out of ten (HML)
years in the recent history. This recent negative correlation between VIX and SMB
portfolio could be consistent with flight-to-quality (Abel 1988). When VIX goes up and
the risk increases, investors are less willing to hold small stocks. However, for HML this
same interpretation would mean that when the risk increases the investors are less willing
to hold value stocks. On the other hand, RMW and CMA have been correlating with VIX
quite randomly. RMW shows higher positive correlations in the recent years compared
to the average, but CMA has no clear direction. There are years when the correlation is
positive and years when it is negative, but these observations occur with no clear pattern.
However, correlations are slightly positive for RMW and CMA. This also support the
idea of flying to quality. As risk increases, investors are more willing to buy conservative
stocks with good operating profitability.
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For non-durables and durables, it can be seen that the correlations are becoming more
negatively correlated when sample is closer this day. Older observations do not show as
strong negative correlation as newer ones.
Table 5. Correlations between different indices and VIX every year between 1993 and 2015.

Table 5 continues to show the same pattern as table 4. Different industries become more
negatively correlated as time goes by. From 2007 to 2015 all but one industry (utilities,
2014) has had higher negative correlation than the average correlation for each industry
between 1993 and 2015. According to these three tables of correlations, it seems that no
industry would support the hypothesis of profits in low levels of volatility. Correlation
statistics for Fama-French factors are not so encouraging either, but there might be
possibilities for sector and style rotation.
Tables 4 and 5 highlight that in 1990s the negative correlation between VIX and different
stock indices have been less negatively correlated than in the recent years. 1990s is the
period that Giot (2005) mostly examines in his paper. Guo and Wohar (2006) find in their
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paper that there is a clear structural change in VIX after 1997 and this might be the
explanatory factor for higher negative correlations compared to the beginning of 1990s.
Table 6 below presents the outcomes for buying SPY and holding it for different time
periods. The ranks are as presented in the methodology part. Second column represents
the number of VIX values between different rank numbers. 1d, 5d, 20d and 60d are the
average returns for the time periods. The returns are reported in percentages. In addition,
all the standard errors are Newey-West standard errors in order to take autocorrelation
into account. If rank number is observed at time t, the returns start always from t+1 so it
is a forward-looking measure. Furthermore, t-statistics tell whether the returns are
statistically significantly different from zero.
Data in table 6 basically is a replication of Giot’s paper with a longer time period. Giot
(2005) finds that very low ranks result always into negative returns and very high ranks
into positive returns. Also Giot states that there is no clear pattern for the middle ranks of
VIX. Also while Giot has rank numbers from 1 to 21, in this paper there is a rank number
0 added in order to represent very low relative values of VIX. One gets rank 0, if the VIX
value is below any VIX value during the past 500 days. This 500-day rolling method
shows how high or low VIX is relative to its recent values. This method is similar to the
one Giot (2005) uses in his paper. Giot uses a two-year rolling method, which is almost
the same as the 500-day rolling method.
Table 6 below does not entirely support the findings of Giot (2005). The lowest ranks do
lead into slightly negative returns apart from 60-day holding period, but these results are
not statistically significantly different from zero. Also only the highest rank leads into
significantly positive returns at 5% level, no matter what the holding period is. Interesting
is that unlike Giot, it is found that rank numbers 7 and 10 lead into statistically significant
returns at 5% significance level in every holding period. Rank number 7 represents the
percentile above 0.30 and below 0.35 and 10 represents the percentile above 0.45 and
below 0.5 as table 1 shows. However, high average returns for rank numbers 7 to 10 can
be mostly explained by the fact that during the financial crisis from the end of 2007 until
the beginning of 2009 there were no observations for rank numbers 0 to 10. During this
period returns were highly negative. This anomaly also at least partially explains why the
returns of lowest ranks were positive or just slightly negative. If the financial crisis period
from December 2007 until the end of March 2009 were omitted from the data, the results
for higher ranks would be interesting. For rank number 20 there are 456 observations and
for rank number 21 there are 41 observations. A 60-day holding period would yield 5.85%
and 7.91% for ranks 20 and 21. For a 20-day period corresponding values are 2.6% and
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4.53%. However, on 5-day and 1-day holding periods rank number 21 yields slightly less
than it yields when financial crisis is included, but rank number 20 yields around two
times better, when financial crisis period is omitted. This suggests that even in extreme
conditions rank number 21 shows positive returns on shorter time periods.
Table 6. SPY returns between different ranks on different holding periods.

*** means significance at 1% level, ** at 5% level and * at 10% level.
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From now on the significance levels in following tables are the same as in table 6. ***
means significance at 1% level, ** at 5% level and * at 10% level. Table 7 shows the
average returns for holding SPY for 1, 5, 20 and 60 days during 1993-2015. The average
return is calculated in a way where a new position is taken every day, so there are 5774
observations in each category. The returns in the table below are in percentages.
Table 7. Average returns for SPY in different holding periods.

On average, during this time period from 29th January 1993 to 31st December 2015, SPY
has returned 0.034% on a daily basis. 5-day return is 0.168%, 20-day return 0.673% and
60-day return 2.008%. Based on tables 6 and 7, table 8 shows how different ranks return
against the average returns of SPY on different holding periods. Table 8 represents the
percentage of observations that are higher than the corresponding average return of SPY.
Table 8. Percentage of observations that are above the average corresponding returns of SPY.
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Furthermore, table 8 shows that the highest ranks, 20 and 21, return above average more
than 50% of the observations no matter what the holding period is. Above average return
means that the return is higher than the average return of SPY during the whole sample.
Notable is that for 60-day holding periods ranks 20 and 21 return above average 72% and
83% of their observations. On the other hand, lowest ranks 0 and 1 have difficulties in
returning above average. Only 1-day return for rank 1 is slightly higher than average.
However, this table alone does not tell the entire truth about the returns, because it simply
does just show whether the return is above or below the average, but not the fact how
much it is below or above the average.
Table 9. Above average returns.

Table 9 represents statistics whether average returns for different rank numbers in
different holding periods are higher than the average return of SPY. “TRUE” indicates
that returns are above average and “FALSE” that they are below average. Table 8 and
table 9 combined are more informative than either of them individually.
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As it can be seen, table 9 shows the same pattern as illustrated in table 8. Rank numbers
0 and 1 return less than average in every holding period and rank numbers 20 and 21
return more than average in every holding period. Actually, ranks from 0 to 5 have below
average returns in all but one holding period (1-day return for rank 2). Interesting is that
middle ranks from 7 to 10 beat the average in every holding period. However, as stated
before, these results are at least partially explained by the fact that no observations were
made for lower ranks from 0 to 10 during the financial crisis from the end of 2007 until
the beginning of 2009. Ranks 15 to 19 are inconsistent on shorter holding periods, but all
of them beat the average on a 60-day holding period.

7.1. Fama-French 5 factor results
After the results of SPY on different ranks, the same methodology is used for FamaFrench 5 factors and 10 stock indices. It is interesting to see whether the results differ
from the results of SPY. This chapter focuses on Fama-French factors. Table 10 shows
the summary statistics for factors and VIX.
Table 10. Summary statistics.

The data in table above is calculated using logarithmic daily returns between 29th January
1993 and 31st December 2015. Portfolios are constructed as presented in chapter 5.
Between the five factors, not surprisingly, Mkt-RF exhibits highest mean return, median
return, maximum return, minimum return and also the highest standard deviation. The
average SMB risk premium is 0.004% on daily basis. For HML the premium is 0.010%,
for RMW 0.015% and for CMA 0.012%. Standard deviation for HML is closest to MktRF. Standard deviation for VIX is more than 5 times the standard deviation of Mkt-RF
which reflects the nature of daily changes in VIX. Standard deviation of VIX is also more
than 10 times more than the standard deviations of SMB, HML, RMW and CMA. These
calculations are quite well in line with Durand et al. (2011). Main differences come from
the return calculation method. Durand et al. use simple returns while in this paper is used
logarithmic returns.
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Table 11 represents the first factor, Mkt-Rf. Results from Mkt-Rf factor are supposed to
be quite similar to the SPY results. Results in table 11 are quite steadily in line with the
results of SPY. Rank number 21 is significant at 5% level in every holding period except
for 20-day holding period. Rank numbers 7 and 10 are significant at all holding periods.
None of the returns are significantly negative. Lower ranks tend to result in slightly
negative return on shorter holding periods, but these results are not significantly different
from zero. On a 60-day holding period all but two ranks ranks lead into positive return.
Rank numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 20 and 21 are statistically significantly different from
zero at least at 5% significance level.
Table 11. Mkt-Rf returns between different ranks on different holding periods.
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Table 12 is more interesting, because it covers the data from SMB factor. Table 12 gives
an idea of whether to allocate to small cap stocks or large cap stocks on different VIX
levels. Flight-to-quality (Abel 1988) could support the idea that large stocks perform
better, when the risk is higher, so SMB should exhibit negative return on higher ranks.
Table 12. SMB factor returns between different ranks on different holding periods.
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Table 12 shows that flight-to-quality effect indeed can be seen. Higher ranks tend to lead
into negative returns, meaning that large cap stocks tend to perform better on higher levels
of VIX. Thus, investors are leaning towards larger stocks when the risk gets higher. Rank
number 21 is negatively significant at a 5% level on 1-day, 20-day and 60-day holding
periods. Rank number 20 is negatively significant at a 5% level on 1-, 5- and 20-day
holding periods. On 20-day holding period all ranks from 17 to 21 are negatively
significant at least at a 10% significance level. For the lowest ranks 0 and 1 there is no
clear pattern, but rank numbers 2 to 5 show significant positive returns quite consistently.
It seems that for the longest holding period 4 out of 7 of the lowest ranks show significant
positive return at a 5% significance level. These results support the idea, that on higher
relative levels of VIX it might be reasonable to lean towards large cap stocks, while on
lower levels small cap stocks seem to be more attractive. These results help to construct
a long-short portfolio using different ranks as a signal for long or short positions. The
results of this portfolio will be presented later in this paper.
The next table shows the same statistics for the third Fama-French factor, HML.
According to flight-to-quality thinking, it might be reasonable to suggest that value stocks
are more attractive in higher ranks. Thus it is reasonable to hypothesize that high bookto-market stocks, in other words value stocks, tend to perform better on higher levels of
VIX, while low book-to-market stocks, so called growth stocks, perform better on lower
levels of VIX. Copeland and Copeland (1999) find that value stocks outperform growth
stocks, when VIX rises. Table 13 reveals that at least on longer holding periods the idea
is not supported and is quite the opposite. Rank numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3 all show significant
positive return at least at a 5% significance level on 20-day and 60-day holding periods,
while rank number 20 and 21 are significantly negative at least at a 10% significance
level on the same holding period. On shorter periods the results are co-directional, but not
as strong as on longer holding periods. These findings are similar to Peltomäki and Äijö
(2015), who find that the value premium is negatively associated with the increases in
market volatility. One explanation for this kind of return behavior could be that when
VIX is increasing investors are leaning towards value stocks. When VIX hits the highest
ranks, value stocks could already be overpriced while growth stocks could be oversold.
This leads into growth stocks to outperform value stocks on higher ranks and vice versa.
The other explanation might be the beta of the portfolio.
Table 14 is the fourth factor, RMW. Results suggest that firms with higher operating
profitability tend to perform better on higher levels of VIX. However, interesting point is
that rank number 21 results in significant positive return at a 5% level only on a 60-day
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holding period, while rank numbers 19 and 20 are significantly positive at a 5% level on
a 5-, 20- and 60-day holding periods. Rank number 1 is also significantly positive on a
60-day holding period. Thus these results are not so straightforward. However, there is a
quite clear pattern for higher rank numbers being better at signaling positive returns for
the RMW factor. On a 60-day holding period rank numbers 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 19,
20 and 21 are significant at least at a 5% significance level. This suggests that on lower
VIX levels the difference of investing in high operating profitability firms or low
operating profitability firms is not that big and significant. However, RMW factor is
positive between all ranks on a 60-day holding period.
Table 13. HML factor returns between different ranks on different holding periods.
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Table 14. RMW factor returns between different ranks on different holding periods.
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Table 15 shows the statistic for the last Fama-French factor, CMA. The results suggest
that conservative stocks perform better on lower levels of VIX. Rank numbers 1 and 4
are significantly positive at 5% level on every holding period. Rank numbers 2 and 3 are
significantly positive at 5% level in all holding periods except at a 1-day holding period.
Highest rank numbers result in negative returns, meaning that aggressive stocks perform
better on higher levels of VIX, but only 5-day and 20-day holding periods for rank number
21 and 60-day holding period for rank number 20 are significantly negative at a 5%
significance level. Better returns for aggressive stocks on higher levels can be explained
by their higher betas. According to Banerjee, Doran & Peterson (2007) the mean
reversion of VIX is around 44 trading days. Thus, when VIX is at its higher levels there
is a tendency that VIX will fall in the near future closer to its mean values. Combined to
its negative correlation with equities, this means that equity returns are positive.
Aggressive stocks with higher beta tend to rise faster than conservative small beta stocks.
Overall the results from the Fama-French 5 factor statistics gives an idea for style rotation
in investment strategies. An aggressive large cap growth stock with high operating
profitability would be an ideal stock for higher VIX levels, while conservative small cap
value stock with high operating profitability would suit better in low volatility
environment. Of course this conclusion is very straightforward, but guides investors to
choose best stocks in each situation.
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Table 15. CMA factor returns between different ranks on different holding periods.
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Next empirical analysis shows how Fama-French 4 factor portfolios, constructed by using
lowest and highest ranks, perform. Long-short portfolios are constructed for SMB, HML,
RMW and CMA. In order to prevent overlapping holding periods, only 1-day returns are
under examination. Since each day get only one rank number, this strategy shows no
overlapping returns. For longer periods there might be for example five consecutive days
of rank 21 and using longer holding periods the exposure would be more than 100%, if
buying a position every time, the rank is 21.
For SMB, ranks 0 to 5 signal taking a long position in SMB portfolio. Ranks 16 to 21
signal taking a short position in SMB portfolio. For HML the same style is used. RMW
portfolio is constructed using ranks 11 to 21 as signal for long position and ranks 0 to 10
as a signal for short position. CMA portfolio is long with ranks 0 to 10 and short with
rank 11 to 21. “L” indicates long and “s” indicates short position. Portfolios are as
follows:
(11)

SMBRANK = lSMBLOW + sSMBHIGH

(12)

HMLRANK = lHMLLOW + sHMLHIGH

(13)

RMWRANK = lRMWHIGH + sRMWLOW

(14)

CMARANK = lCMALOW + sCMAHIGH

Table 16 shows the statistics for different portfolios. First column shows different
portfolios. Bolded portfolios are the results from the long-short trading strategy. Second
column shows average daily returns for each of these portfolios. For example, the average
return for SMBHIGH is -0.057, but in long-short portfolio SMBHIGH is sold short, hence the
return is positive. Third column shows number of observations. For SMB and HML the
trading strategy covers 3680 days of 5774, which is approximately 64% of the days.
Meaning that in 36% of the days there is no long or short position in SMB or HML. Fourth
column shows sum of returns for sub-portfolios and also for the long-short portfolios
(bolded). Fifth column shows returns for each of the factors during the whole sample.
Last column tells whether the long-short strategy has outperformed or underperformed
the conventional returns of Fama-French factors.
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Table 16. Results from trading strategy between factor portfolios.

Table 16 shows the outcome of the trading strategy. Three out of four strategies generate
higher returns than the corresponding Fama-French portfolio. Extremely interesting are
the results from the SMBRANK portfolio. This strategy generates profit of 171.72% while
conventional SMB portfolio has a return of 24.84%. The difference between these
portfolios is remarkable 146.88 percentage points. This kind of result strongly suggests
investing in large cap stocks in higher ranks of VIX since they clearly outperform small
cap stocks. When VIX hits lowest ranks, it is time to switch investing in small cap stocks
instead of large cap stocks. This kind of strategy does not necessarily generate high
trading costs, since the rule for long position is that the rank must be from 0 to 5 and for
short position from 16 to 21. The rank can be several consecutive days between those
rank numbers and thus there is no need to sell or buy the position every day. The second
long-short portfolio which outperform its peer is HMLRANK. This trading strategy
generates 76.69% profit while conventional HML portfolio generates a return of 55.88%.
The difference is 20.81 percentage points. This also suggests that it is reasonable to switch
between value and growth stocks in different levels of VIX. The third outperforming
portfolio is RMWRANK. The difference between conventional RMW portfolio and
RMWRANK long-short portfolio is not that immense, but quite clear anyway. Conventional
RMW portfolio has returned 84.14% from 1993 to 2015 while RMWRANK returns 90.97%.
Thus the difference is only 6.84 percentage points. The long-short strategy of the fourth
factor, CMA, underperforms against the conventional CMA portfolio, but the
underperformance is only 5.23 percentage points. CMA portfolio returns 70.64% while
CMARANK generates 65.41%.
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Overall, the results from SMBRANK portfolio are quite groundbreaking. The trading
strategy shows clearly when to invest in smaller stocks and when to larger stocks. These
provided results suggest that VIX levels can indeed be used for style rotation at least
between small and large stocks. Also HMLRANK shows promising results when to rotate
between value and growth stocks. However, these results were not as clear as for
SMBRANK. Statistics from tables 12 and 13 for longer holding periods also support the idea
of rotating between large and small cap stocks on different VIX levels. Also rotating
between high book-to-market companies and low book-to-market companies for longer
holding periods is supported. Results in table 15 for CMA factor show that rotating
between aggressive and conservative stocks is also profitable.

7.2. Industry results
After having the results from SPY and Fama-French factors it is interesting to see how
different industries perform on different levels of VIX. The hypothesis is that some
industries provide high profits on the lowest levels of VIX. This means there are
possibilities for successful sector rotation using different levels of VIX as an indicator.
Table 17 shows the data for the average 1-, 5-, 20- and 60-day returns for each industry.
The data is shown in percentages. As we can see from the table, returns have been quite
steady between different indices. The highest 60-day return is 2.62% for healthcare
industry and the lowest 60-day return is 1.367% for durables industry. Next it is examined
for each industry how these returns are distributed between different rank numbers.
Table 17. Average returns for different industries from 1993 to 2015.
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In order to avoid too much repetition, tables based on the ranking method for industries
are represented in the appendix. For non-durables industry 60-day returns are
significantly positive in all but two ranks. Rank numbers 20 and 21 generate the highest
returns on a 60-day holding period, 3.707% and 4.42%. However, interesting is that rank
21 leads into significant returns at a 5% significance level only on 1-day and 60-day
holding periods. Rank number 7 leads into significant positive returns in every holding
period. 20-day and 60-day holding periods lead always into positive returns no matter
what rank it is. On shorter holding periods different ranks lead into non-significant
negative returns with no clear pattern. These results do not provide much help for sector
rotation strategies.
Durables industry shows quite different statistics for highest ranks compared to previous
results. Only a 1-day holding period for rank number 21 shows significant positive return
at a 5% significance level. Interesting is that a 20-day return for rank number 21 is even
negative, even though not significantly. A 60-day return is only 0.394%, which is the
lowest return across industries for rank 21. On the other hand, also lowest rank numbers
show negative returns across holding periods. However, these returns are significant at a
10% significance level at best. Middle ranks from 7 to 10 are strong and generate
significant positive returns that are above the average. Rank number 0 leads into negative
returns in all holding periods, yet none of those are significant at 5% significance level.
Next industry under examination is manufacturing. Again, rank number 21 does not show
significant positive returns except for on a 1-day holding period. However, in every
holding period the return is higher than the average return shown in table 15. Middle
ranks from 7 to 10 continue their relatively steady performance. Those are significantly
positive at a 5% significance level in all except on a 1-day holding period, where only
rank numbers 7 and 10 are significant and 5-day holding period, where rank number 9 is
only significant at a 10% level.
The results for energy industry are more in line with the results of SPY, when comparing
the highest ranks. Rank number 21 shows significant positive returns in every holding
period. Rank number 20 shows significant positive returns at least at a 5% significance
level in 20-day and 60-day holding periods. Interesting is that on a 60-day holding period,
also ranks from 0 to 2 are positively significant and above the average return shown in
table 15. Rank number 0 generates 4.871% return compared to the average return 2.082%.
Rank number 1 generates 2.615% returns and rank number 2 2.717% return. Energy
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industry is the first industry that shows signs of possible sector rotation strategy.
However, the returns for lower ranks in shorter holding periods are inconsistent.
Next industry under research is hi-tech. Rank number 21 is significant at least at a 5%
significance level in all but one holding period. On a 20-day holding period the results
for rank number 21 are insignificant. Rank number 20 is also highly significant on longer
holding periods. Actually, rank number 20 generates higher return on 60-day holding
period than rank number 21. Lowest ranks experience quite steadily negative returns, but
are significant only in one occasion. Another observation for hi-tech industry is that all
ranks from 15 to 21 beat the average return in 20-day and 60-day holding periods.
However, in only a 60-day holding period the results are significantly different from zero
for all ranks from 15 to 21.
Next industry is telecom. Telecom industry has experienced the second lowest return
among all ten industries from 1993 to 2015. Results for telecoms are quite interesting.
Middle ranks from 7 to 10 show positive significant returns at a 5% significance level
quite widely. The returns for rank number 1, 2 and 3 are narrowly above zero on a 60day holding period, being 0.123%, 0.259% and 0.041%. Ranks from 15 to 21 all beat the
average return on a 60-day holding period and all of the returns are significantly different
from zero at least at a 10% significance level. Interesting is that rank number 21 generates
rather high returns. On a 60-day holding period the return is 8.237%, on a 20-day holding
period 3.621%, on a 5-day holding period 2.157% and on a 1-day holding period 0.902%.
All of these returns are significant at a 1% significance level except for 1-day return,
which is significant at a 5% level. These strong returns from highest ranks suggest that
telecom industry should be included when forming a portfolio for high levels of VIX.
For shops industry rank number 21 shows significantly positive returns in all except for
a 20-day holding period. For rank number 20 the returns are significant only on a 60-day
holding period at a 5% significance level. Overall, ranks from 15 to 21 have quite good
positive return on a 60-day holding period and returns are also significant at a 1% level
except for rank number 15, which is significant at a 5% significance level. Middle ranks
from 7 to 10 show positive and also significant returns quite steadily across holding
periods. On a 60-day holding period all ranks from 5 to 11 are significant at a 1%
significance level. Lowest ranks show negative insignificant returns on shorter holding
periods. Only on a 1-day holding period rank number 0 show significant negative return
at a 5% significance level.
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Next industry under examination is healthcare industry. Healthcare industry is the best
performer from 1993 to 2015 when looking at the returns in table 15. Both rank numbers,
20 and 21, have significant returns in all holding periods at least at a 5% level except for
a 1-day holding period, where the returns are significant only at a 10% significance level.
Also, rank number 7 is significant in all holding periods at a 1% significance level.
However, rank 7 returns only slightly more than the average on a 20-day holding period
and a little less on a 60-day holding period. Lowest ranks fail to beat the average return
very consistently and some of the returns are negative, yet not significantly.
Last two industries are utilities and others. Rank number 21 is significant at a 1% level in
longer holding periods and at a 10% level in shorter holding periods. Rank number 21
beats the average return in every period. But the most interesting part in the utility
industry is that the lowest ranks lead into positive returns in longer holding periods. Every
rank number from 0 to 10 are significant at least at a 5% level on a 60-day holding period.
Rank number 1 and 2 are significant at least at a 10% level in all holding periods. The
returns on a 60-day holding period are above average for every rank from 0 to 10 except
for rank number 3. Actually, rank numbers 0, 1 and 2 beat the average return presented
in table 15 in every holding period. These results suggest that utilities industry seems to
be another industry that offers possibilities for sector rotation on different volatility levels.
Last industry is others industry. This industry covers categories which were not included
in nine industries already presented. Rank number 21 is significant only in shorter holding
periods at least at a 5% level, while rank number 20 shows no significance at a 5%
significance level in any holding period. Results suggest that rank number 21 is rather
good for shorter holding periods, but in longer periods there are better performing
industries. Middle ranks from 7 to 10 show also strong significant and positive returns.
Rank numbers 7 and 10 show again the strongest significance across holding periods and
the returns are above average.
All in all, the greatest returns on a 60-day holding period for the highest ranks show
telecom and healthcare industries. Also hi-tech industry shows high returns on highest
volatility levels. On the other hand, there are two industries that show high returns on
lowest volatility levels on a 60-day holding period. These two industries are energy and
utilities. Also non-durables industry generates reasonable returns on lowest volatility
levels.
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To empirically demonstrate the previous results, the next step is to form a high volatility
level portfolio and a low volatility level portfolio. An investment is made for 60 days to
high volatility portfolio, when VIX hits ranks 19, 20 or 21 and to low volatility portfolio,
when VIX hits ranks 0, 1 or 2. High volatility portfolio is constructed using telecom,
healthcare and hi-tech industries equally weighted. Low volatility portfolio is constructed
using energy, utilities and non-durables industries equally weighted as well. Interesting
is that the best performers on lowest levels are energy and utilities, which are the two
industries that were the least correlating with VIX. Ranks 0, 1, 2, 19, 20 and 21 represent
2009 days in the whole sample. If a 60-day position is taken 2009 times, it means that
there is position for 120 540 days, while there are only around 5774 days in whole sample.
120 540 divided by 5774 is 20.88. 100% divided by 20.88 is around 4.8%. Thus, there is
only 4.8% stake taken each day, when VIX gets rank 0, 1, 2, 19, 20 or 21. However, there
still might be some periods, when the exposure is more than 100%, but taking only 4.8%
position tries to prevent that. Nevertheless, if there are 60 consecutive values of 0, 1, 2,
19, 20 and/or 21, the maximum exposure is a little less than 290%. Investable portfolios
are presented below. R60d represents the average equally weighted 60-day return
between ranks 0, 1 and 2 for low volatility portfolio. For high volatility portfolio r60d
represents an average equally weighted 60-day return between ranks 19, 20 and 21.
(15)

Low Volatility = 1/3 (r60d Non-durables + r60d Energy +
r60d Utilities)

(16)

High Volatility = 1/3 (r60d Telecom + r60d Healthcare + r60d
Hi-tech)

Table 18 shows the summary statistics for each of the portfolios, then the combined
portfolio and also statistics for each component in these portfolios.
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Table 18. Summary statistics for volatility based portfolios.

Table 18 shows that both high volatility and low volatility portfolios have higher average
returns than their components individually. For the combined strategy there are 2009
observations with average 60-day return of 3.463%.
However, table 18 shows only average returns, but everyone is interested how a real and
plausible portfolio would succeed. As stated previously, in order to prevent more than
290% exposure to this High + Low –strategy, only 4.8% stake is taken each day, when
VIX hits certain ranks. 4.8% stake is taken on a low volatility portfolio (non-durables,
energy and utilities combined) when VIX gets rank 0, 1 or 2. Another 4.8% stake is taken
on a high volatility portfolio (telecom, healthcare and hi-tech combined), when VIX hits
ranks 19, 20 or 21. The outcome of this strategy beats the return of every industry by a
decent margin. The best performing industry has been healthcare, generating 250% profit
from 1993 to 2015. However, newly presented High + Low –strategy generates 333% at
the same time. This suggests that volatility can really be a signal for a sector rotation
strategy. However, it is important to emphasize that the portfolio was constructed using
historical performance on different VIX levels as guidance. These results do not
necessarily mean that same portfolio constructed today with same parameters would be
as successful.
All in all, with all these results provided using SPY, Fama-French factors and industry
data, it is quite safe to state that the highest rank number, 21, is a considerably good
indicator of future returns. On the other hand, the other extremity, rank number 0, does
not show consistently significant results. To conclude, VIX seems to be a good signal
for future returns.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The historical data show that VIX is becoming even more negatively correlated with
equities as the time goes by. The correlation between VIX and S&P 500 has been almost
-0.9 in the recent years. High levels of VIX combined to its rapid movements usually
mean that VIX is going to come down from its higher levels somewhere in the near future.
High negative correlation between VIX and equities indicate that when VIX is coming
down, equities are going to the opposite direction. A ranking method for relative VIX
levels is used in this paper following Giot’s footsteps (2005), with minor adjustments.
Results for S&P 500 are not quite the same as Giot finds in his shorter time period. It is
true that the very highest levels of VIX do always lead into positive return, no matter the
holding period is, but the lowest levels of VIX do not lead into negative returns
consistently. Shorter holding periods tend to lead into negative returns, but these returns
are not significantly different from zero.
The results show that especially size premium in equities is strongly driven by the levels
of VIX. On higher levels of VIX, SMB portfolio generates negative returns. Many of
these returns are significantly different from zero at a 5% significance level. On the other
hand, on lower levels of VIX, SMB portfolio has positive and also significant returns
across different holding periods. After these results, it is easy to argue that volatility and
VIX can be indeed used for style rotation strategies. Also HMB factor shows encouraging
results. Especially in longer holding periods it seems clear that on high volatility levels it
is reasonable to invest in growth stocks while on lower levels the value premium is
positive and value stocks are more attractive. These findings are not entirely in line with
Copeland and Copeland (1999) who find that value stocks outperform growth stocks,
when VIX rises. The results in this thesis are more in line with Peltomäki and Äijö (2015).
However, volatility does not seem to be a significant factor driving the returns of RMW
portfolio. On higher levels the premium is a bit higher, but these results are not as clear
as for SMB and HML portfolios. A CMA portfolio also shows signs of style rotation
possibilities. Aggressive stocks tend to perform better on higher VIX levels and
conservative stocks outperform aggressive stocks on lower volatility levels. The first
hypothesis is clearly proved right.
Sector rotation possibilities are also under consideration in this paper. All industries show
high negative correlations with VIX and also these correlations are growing. The second
hypothesis was that all industries lead into positive returns in every holding period on the
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highest VIX levels. This was the case for all except one industry: the returns of durables
industry are negative on a 1-day holding period for rank number 20 and on 20-day period
for rank number 21. Every other industry in every holding period lead into positive return
with rank numbers 20 and 21.
The results also show that there indeed are possibilities for sector rotation when using
volatility levels as an indicator. These results contribute to the previous literature. As far
as concerned, similar study using levels of volatility signaling industry returns has not
been examined. Comparing to VIX, utilities and energy industries are the two least
correlating industries. These two industries also show high positive returns on lower
levels of VIX in longer holding periods. Many industries do generate positive returns on
a 60-day holding period in lower VIX levels, but not many of these returns are above
average. Utilities and energy industry returns on a 60-day holding period are in lower
levels of VIX above the average return. A simple trading strategy of Low volatility and
High volatility portfolios show that sector rotation strategies are possible. The third
hypothesis was that industries with lower correlation with VIX tend to perform better on
lower volatility levels. This hypothesis is also proved right.
This thesis shows that the highest volatility levels, in other words rank numbers 20 and
21, are great at signaling positive future returns almost for every equity industry and for
S&P 500. This fact should be taken into consideration in portfolio management.
Especially for a passive investor this kind of information can be very useful. It seems that
additional returns to traditional buy-and-hold strategy can be earned by timing the trades
with VIX levels. A new contribution to the previous literature is that the returns of FamaFrench five factor portfolios are significantly affected by the levels of volatility. The
findings especially for HML factor are on the contrary to the previous literature. Copeland
and Copeland (1999) find that value stocks outperform growth stocks, when volatility
increases. However, their approach is slightly different, so these results are not
completely comparable. It can be said that for an active investor VIX levels are useful in
order to decide whether to buy value or growth stocks or is it time to buy small cap or
large cap stocks. All in all, it can be said that relative VIX levels are a relatively good
market timing signals.
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